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What do you get when you mix one of the greatest TV shows of allWhat do you get when you mix one of the greatest TV shows of all
time, and the greatest ecosystem in cryptocurrency? Schrute Bucktime, and the greatest ecosystem in cryptocurrency? Schrute Buck

on Solana, that’s what. For those of you that haven’t had theon Solana, that’s what. For those of you that haven’t had the
pleasure of watching the legendary sitcom The Office or those thatpleasure of watching the legendary sitcom The Office or those that

need a little reminder, Schrute Buck is the motivational currencyneed a little reminder, Schrute Buck is the motivational currency
coined by Dwight Schrute when he is made manager of Dundercoined by Dwight Schrute when he is made manager of Dunder

Mifflin Scranton for the day. Dwight made a few mistakes that dayMifflin Scranton for the day. Dwight made a few mistakes that day
(including shooting a gun in the office, which is usually frowned(including shooting a gun in the office, which is usually frowned

upon), but the creation of the Schrute Buck stands out as hisupon), but the creation of the Schrute Buck stands out as his
greatest achievement.greatest achievement.

$BUCK pays homage to the genius of Dwight by forging a$BUCK pays homage to the genius of Dwight by forging a
community of Schruters dedicated to bringing Schrute Buck to thecommunity of Schruters dedicated to bringing Schrute Buck to the

masses.masses.

The beetroots



At the heart of Schrute Buck lies a vision that At the heart of Schrute Buck lies a vision that transcends the ordinary realmstranscends the ordinary realms
of memecoins.of memecoins. Our vision is to create a vibrant and safe community where Our vision is to create a vibrant and safe community where

individuals from all walks of life and backgrounds come together and share in aindividuals from all walks of life and backgrounds come together and share in a
common goal.common goal.  

Just as Dwight Schrute's quirky antics brought laughter to the Dunder MifflinJust as Dwight Schrute's quirky antics brought laughter to the Dunder Mifflin
office, $BUCK seeks to bring a smile to the faces of its holders and participants,office, $BUCK seeks to bring a smile to the faces of its holders and participants,

making the journey as enjoyable as it is rewarding (expect a lot of memes).making the journey as enjoyable as it is rewarding (expect a lot of memes).

We envision $BUCK not just as a means of transacting value, but as We envision $BUCK not just as a means of transacting value, but as a catalysta catalyst
for building meaningful connections and fostering a sense of belonging.for building meaningful connections and fostering a sense of belonging.

Through innovative social media campaigns, interactive events, andThrough innovative social media campaigns, interactive events, and
collaborative initiatives, we aim to engage our community in exciting ways thatcollaborative initiatives, we aim to engage our community in exciting ways that

go beyond the common meme projects.go beyond the common meme projects.

$BUCK is committed to pushing the boundaries of what is possible in the$BUCK is committed to pushing the boundaries of what is possible in the
crypto space, leveraging the cutting-edge technology of the Solana blockchaincrypto space, leveraging the cutting-edge technology of the Solana blockchain

to deliver lightning-fast transactions, low fees, and scalability. By harnessingto deliver lightning-fast transactions, low fees, and scalability. By harnessing
the power of Solana, we empower our community to explore new frontiers ofthe power of Solana, we empower our community to explore new frontiers of

opportunity.opportunity.

In summary, the vision of Schrute Buck extends beyond mere financial gain toIn summary, the vision of Schrute Buck extends beyond mere financial gain to
encompass the creation of a nurturing and inclusive environment whereencompass the creation of a nurturing and inclusive environment where

individuals can embark on their crypto journey with confidence. By bridgingindividuals can embark on their crypto journey with confidence. By bridging
the gap between the crypto-savvy and newcomers, $BUCK seeks tothe gap between the crypto-savvy and newcomers, $BUCK seeks to

democratize access to the world of digital assets in a unique way. Join us as wedemocratize access to the world of digital assets in a unique way. Join us as we
break down barriers and welcome all to the exciting world of cryptocurrency,break down barriers and welcome all to the exciting world of cryptocurrency,

one Schrute Buck at a time.one Schrute Buck at a time.
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